
         Lost Coast E-Liquid

The emerging Vape industry began several years ago in c-store and online 
retailers. These products were generally good enough to convert some smokers 
but there was much to be desired. This desire spawned the original specialized 
vape shops that followed and promoted innovations to vaping technology and 
brought these innovations directly to their customers. 

For several years these shops have worked directly with manufacturers trading 
feedback from customers and helping to refine the art of designing vapor 
products that fully satisfy vaping consumers. Ask most experienced consumers 
of vaping products where they buy their e-liquid and hardware and they will 
mention their local vape shops and/or online as the best sources for quality 
vaping products. The preferred devices are open source, meaning they do not 
require special cartridges or pods. Consumers who use these open source 
devices demand that their e-liquid is packaged in bottles that are easy to use with 
their tanks and atomizers.  This atmosphere of innovation is the birthplace of 
Lost Coast. 

We have refined our product with concise feedback directly from our network of 
specialized distributors, vape shops and their customers. At Lost Coast we are 
vapers and throughout this process of refinement we have come to understand 
intimately the needs of vapers of all experience levels. They want a liquid that is 
thick enough to not leak from their tanks, so we use a 70/30 VG/PG blend. They 
don't want to constantly have fouled cotton so we use no sweeteners and only 
use concentrates that have boiling points similar to VG and PG, ensuring that one 
ingredient wont build up in the cotton wick and skew the flavor. They want a 
product that they can rely on day in and day out and not become overwhelmed by 
too much flavor, so we carefully balanced our recipe to retain the flavor profile 
through the exhale and dissipate immediately afterwards. There are many 
qualities to Lost Coast that can only be developed by vapers for vapers, not the 
least of which is a sense of authenticity that is severely lacking in most c-store e-
liquid. 

The main issue with quality e-liquid now is that it is not conveniently available, 
with vape shops being spaced widely to capture enough customers to sustain 
their specialized stores. We understand and implement the small cues that tell 
vapers that no matter where it is sold, Lost Coast hails from the original desire for 
better vaping products that has driven the innovation in the industry. The next 
step is to bring our liquid to c-stores and capture the large number of vaping 
consumers that already frequent these stores and would prefer a more 
convenient outlet from which to purchase quality e-liquid.



Lost Coast was born from the enthusiast vaping community. With humble roots 
Lost Coast was able to stand out among the crowded shelves of premium E-
Liquid in specialized vape shops and smoke shops across the country and has 
emerged as a brand that is here to stay. The uniquely crafted watermelon 
strawberry flavor combined with sleek and simple marketing has been crucial in 
defining our brand, differentiating our product from the competition. This 
success has boosted Lost Coast E-Liquid into larger and more diverse retail 
distribution channels. We believe there is a hard line dividing conventional 
“convenience store E-Liquid” and premium “Vape Shop E-Liquid” and we intend 
to begin changing that perception. 

We manufacture our E-Liquid in large volumes in our FDA registered, 
California based facilities and are able to offer our distributors and retailers great 
margins on our E-Liquid products. We look forward to exceeding your 
expectations and giving you a smooth, transparent and streamlined option as 
your new E-Liquid vendor. 
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